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At present there exist very recent data for elastic scattering of exo-
tic nLi nuclei on light deformed nuclei at 29 MeV/nucleon. The elas-
tic differential cross section exhibit the pronounced smooth structure
and no diffractive oscillations within angular range 9 = 8 - 2V. The
available data were analyzed by means of scattering matrix formalism,
using a parametric form of the partial-wave S-matrix [1]: S{L(fl)) —
exp[-260(L(Sl))+2iei(L(U))}, 2Sj{L) = nj[2LA^{L) + A 2 ^ ! ) ] 1 / 2 x

p + H^Lj.Aj), <p(L) = -Г1 (^Lj,A,) b[l-f(LtLjtA,-)],where
ft is the solid angle, j = 0,1; f(L,Lj,Aj) is the two-parameter Fermi
function. MSi nuclei were treated as rigid rotors and scattering ampli-
tudes of Ref.[l], including terms of order (/?2) » were used. The v&ucs
01 /,0 --• 37.799, Li - 31.218, Д о = 9.689, Ax = 22.860, fiQ = 0.225 and
Ш = l.G75 were derived for 1 !Li+ 28Si system at 319 MeV. Deformation
parameter was taken to be /?2 = -0.24 [1]. The parameter values should
be regarded with caution, because the experimental data is available only
for a rather limited angular range, excluding the exponential-like decrease
of cross section. We also analyze elastic scattering data for eLi + MSi at
25.7 and 35 MeV/nucleon and extrapolate the resulting S-matrix para-
meters to 29 MeV/nucleon, thereby providing comparison with u L i + MSi
system aad consideration of the effects associated with the presence of
neutron excess.

Certain features seem to be established: (1) Strong absorption radius
Я = 7.4 fm for "Li *- MSi is of comparable magnitude to that for eLi+ MSi
at the same energy per nucleoa. (2) The diffuseness dj = Aj/jfe = 2.4
fm (k is the wave number) for uLi + MSi is about 70% larger than that
for eLi + 28Si system. This may be attributed to the manifestation of
neutron halo. (Zj The decrease of transparency parameter with increasing
neutron excess is more than 30%. (4) The strength of refraction is larger
for neutron-rich И1Л nuclei than for eLi projectiles mainly due to increase
of refraction parameter ц\ by about 12% with neutron excess.
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